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Tag u n g s b e reh t 38/1990

TOPOLOGY

The meeting was organized by M. Kreck (Mainz), A. Ranieki (Edinburgh) and L. Siebenmann

(Orsay) and was attended by about 50 partieipants. There were 20 lectures about relevant

developments in geometrie an algebraic topology. Tbe main emphasis was on low dimensional

topology.
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Vortragsauszüge

H.J. BAUES

On the homotopy category of simply connected 4-dimensional manifolds

Let M be a l-eonnected 4-dimensional manifold. Theo one has the short exact sequence

H
Ker W >---i Aut(M)~ Aut(H M,b)

2 2

where Aut(M) is the group of homotopy equivalences of M. Here H is given by the homology2 .

funetor and Aut(H M,b) is the group of automorphisms of the intersection form b of M and
2 .

W : H M ~ 7IJ2 ---+ 71. is the second Stiefel Whitney class. Using results of Freedman 'one
222

obtains a splitting of this exact sequence. More generally we obtain a fonnula for the set of

orientation preserving homotopy classes M' ----i M between l-eonnected 4--dimensional

manifolds. This shows that the homotopy category ~ of such manifolds is a linear extension of

the category ~ of quadratic forms. Hence Mrepresents a cohomology class

{M} E H2 <t, D)

which restricted to automorphism groups in t is trivial. This class can be computed by the

characteristic cohomology class

( ~2'3 ) E H3 (~2'3, D~

*where ~2'3 is the full subcategory of nm /~ consisting of one point unions

S2 V••.V S2 V S3 V•••V S3. A restrietion of ( ~,3 ) yields Igusa' s class x(1) which deteets the

exotic element in K (11.).
3
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G.BURDE

Representation spaces of Knot Goups and Koot Invariants

From the work of Cutter, Gordon, Luecke, Shalen an invariant 2-variable polynomial can be

derived from the SL
2
({)-representations of a knot group G = 1tl (S3_K) whose variables are

• the traces of the images of meridian and longitude (character curve). Also D. Cooper ~d

B. Lang suggested this invariant.

Partial information on this character eurve can be obtained by looking at the

SU -representations where thiscurve is a real plane algebraic curve. In the case of 2-bridge
2 .

knots certain geometrie propenies of the character curve can be established by using the space

R of non-Abelian representations mod. equivalence by inner automorphisms of SU .. Tbe. 2

properties include propeny P for 2-bridge knots.

M. DAVIS

Singular Metrics of Nonpositive Curvature on Branche<! Covers of Riemannian

Manifolds

Goint work with Ruth Charney)

• Suppose M is a Riemanian manifold and that lt : Q: ----+ M is a branched covering. Then lt

induces a (singular) metric on M. As Gromov has pointed out, it still makes sense to ask when

is the curvature of MD bounded above by some real number x. (Curvature S X is defined via

geodesie triangles and the s~alled CAT(x)-inequality.)

Theorem 1. Tbe curvature of :&1 is bounded above by X if and only if:

(1) Tbe sectional curvature of MD is S x.
(2) Locally, the closure of each component of each stratum of the branch set of M is totally

geodesie.
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(3) For eaeh X E M, the pieeewise spherieal polyhedroo Sx (defmed below) has 00 elosed

geodesie of leogth < 27t.

(Let Sx be the unit sphere TXM and Sx ---:-t Sx the indueed fInite sheeted branehed covering.)

We study whieh local models ean satisfy the above conditions, partieularly (3).

Theorem 2. Suppose that S2 -----+ S2 is a branched cover of the mund 2-sphere branched at e
3 points xp' xq' xr with branching orders p. q and r. respectively. and with b+k+} > 1. Then

S2 has 00 closed geodesie of length < 2n if and only if

(i) Xp' Xq, xr He 00 a great eircle in S2 and not on any semicircle.

(H) d(xi ,' Xj) ~ 1t/k fOf all {i,j,k} ={p,q,f}.

Theorem 3. Suppose S3~ S3 is branched along 3 great circles Pp' Pq' Pr with branching

orders p. q and r. respectively and ~ + ~ + } > 1. Then 53 has no closed geodesic of length <

2n if and only if

(a) There is an isometry of S3 which takes Pp' Pq' Pr ooto 3 Hopf circles.

(b) H Xi e S2 denotes the image of Pi under the correspooding Hopf map, the~ {xp'xq,xr }

must satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.

Tb. FIEDLER

The topology cf complex curves in complex surfaces and mot theory

Let F : (2 ----i 4: be a complex polynomial and let X be the intersection of the curve F-1(0)

with same ball B y (2. We assume that X is a smooth eurve which intersects the boundary

dB of the ball transversally.

•
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In the ta1k a new relation was announced between the genus of the link ax = X () aB and the

genus of the curve X.

Namely, let arg F = F/
1F1

: i)B\()X ---I Si denote Milnor's map and let # denote the number

of its singularities. Let Xdenote the Euler characteristic.

Theorem. For~ Seifen surface M2 4 aB Qfax such that arg F 1M2!! not onto

X(M2) S x(X) + 2#.

This is a Bennequin type inequality without any restrictions on the geometry of the ball B.

Tbe proof is based on a new Morse inequality.

S. FINASHIN

Pin-eobordism invariant and generalization of Rohlin signature congruence

One of the fundamental facts of the manifold theory is the famous Rohlin theorem of

divisibility by 16 of the s~gnature of a closed spin 4-manifold. The Rohlin congruence is its

"relative" varianL It states that for a smooth oriented closed 4-manifold X and an orientable

surface FeX realizing the homology class dual 10 w (X)
2

't(X) == F 0 F + 8 Arf(F,q) mod 16,

where 't is signature, F 0 F is self-intersection DWnber and Arf(F,q) e 7JJ2 is Arf-invariant of

• some quadratic refinement q: H I (F;71I2) ---I 7112 of the intersection form on F [R].

Tbe Rohliri congruence was generalized in two directions: by Guillou and Marin [GM] far the

case of nonorientable F and by Ochanine [0] far higher dimensions. The following result [F] is

a generalization of the Rohlin congruence in both directions: far a smooth closed oriented

(8k+4)-manifold X and its codimension 2 submanifold F (not necessarily orientable) realizing

the class dual to w (X). The generalization states that
2

t(X) == 't(FoF) + 2· 1(F,<p) mod 16,

where I(F,<p) E 7JJ8 is a Pin-eobordism invariant which is defined far a closed (8k+2)-manifold
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with a Pin structtrre. Tbe Pin structure <p in the fonnula is induced in some natural way from

any Spin structure on X-F (tbe value of I(F,q» does oot depend on the choice of it).

[GM] L. Guillou, A Marin: Une extension d'un theorem de Rohlin sur la signature,
C.R.Acad.Sci Paris Sero A-B 258 (1977) A95-A98

s. Finashin: Pin-cobordism invariant and geoeralization of Rohlin signature
congruence,Algebra and Analysis 4 (1990) (Russian)

[0] S. Ochanine: Signature modulo 16, invariants de Kervaire generalises et nombres
caracteristiques dans la K~eorie reele, Memoire de la Soc.Math. de France,
Nouv. Sero 5 (1981)

[R] V.A. Rohlin: Proof of the conjecture of Gudkov, Funct. Anal. Appl. 6 (1972)
136-138

L.GUILLOU

A simplified proof of Brouwer' s translation plane theorem

This theorem concerns any homeomorphism t of the plane preserving orientation and without

fixed point

Although Brouwer fIrst thought that any such homeomorphism is conjugate to a translation, he

gave (near 1910) the following example (time 1 of the flow outlined) showing that it is not the

case.

Definition: A Brouwer line k is a properly embedded line in the plane such that t-1(k) and

t(k} He in distinct components of [R2-k.
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Translation plane theorem (Math. Annalen 1912). Every point of the plane lies in a domain

bounded by a Brouwer line and its image.

Tbe talk was essentially devoted'to an aniline of a proof of this theorem. We also recalled the

"General translation theorem" (Math. Annalen 1910) whose proof contains many gaps (already

aknowledged by Brouwer himself) and of which I propose the following forme Conjecture: Let h be an homeomorphism of a closed oriented smface preserving orientation

and with a finite number of fix points. Then one can find

either

or

or

B.HAJDUK

(1)

(2)

(3)

a simple closed curve, not null homotopic in the complement of the

fixed point set, disjoint from its image,

an arc joining two fIXed points and making a simple closed curve with

its image,

an arc joining a fixed point to itself disjoint from its image except fer

the fixed point.

Bordism groups cf t-structures

Goint work with Tadeusz Januszkiewicz)

e A t-stnIcture on a manifold M is a finite atlas {Ui,Pi,Ti }, where {Ui} is an open cover of M,

Ti is a torus of dimension ki (which depends on i) and Pi is an action of Ti on Ui without

fixed points, such that on U. n U. the actions are compatible in the following sense:
1 J

(*) either Pi is the restriction of Pj via a group homomorphism ~i Ti~ Tj er Pj is obtained

in such a way from Pi.

A polarization of a t-structure is a compatible (in sense of (*» family of subgroups Li < Ti

such that orbits of Li form a foliation of Ui' Tbe subgroups Li need not to be closed and their
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dimension can change from chart to chart. Given a polarized t~ttucture on M, we say that M

is a polarized manifold.

T-structures and polarizations were introduced by Gromov as a device to collapse Riemannian

metries while keeping the curvature bounded (the idea is to make, uniformly, each orbit

smaller aod smaller). Every polarization of M produces by such a collapse a complete

Riemannian metrie on M x [1, 00), with finite volume and bounded sectional eurvature. e
Applying the Chern-Weil theory we get for polarized manifolds cobordism invariant

secondary characteristic numbers.

We give explicitely a set of generators of the bordism group n~OI of compaet, oriented

polarized ~-manifolds and we construct a. large family - indexed by points of the interval

(0, 1/2) - of integer valued cobordism invariants. This allows us to determine the group Orl

to be 71.2 x 1112 x {free group generated by points of the interval (0, l/l)} and the bordism

group of t-stroctures on compaet, oriented 3-manifolds as the factor of order 2 in ~ol.

K.IGUSA

Unstable Pseudo-isotopy

This is some preliminary joint work with Tom Goodwillie although most of the work was dooe

by Tom before we started warking together.

Let M be a compact smooth manifold. Let 1(M) denote the space of al1 h-eobordisms of M

which contain 0 M x I. We consider 1(M) to be a simplical set in the usual sense. It is an easy

proposition to show that the loop space of the geometrie realization of 1'(M) is homotopy

equivalent to the concordance space of M which is given by:

C(M) =Dift(M x I rel Mx 0 U oM x I)
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There is a suspension map 0': l(M)~ 'X(M x I) given by the following pieture.

w

M MxI

There is a lot known about the direct limit space lim 1'(M x Ik). But this is the realm of "stable

pseudo-isotopy theorytl. Tbe purpose of "unstable pseudo-isotopy theory" is to study the

homotopy fibre of the suspension map. It would also be interesting if there were applications

to the problem of detecting nontrivial s-eobordisms of 3- and 4-manifolds.

Let F(GM) denote the homotopy fiber of GM: 1(M) ---+ 1(M x 1). Then by a construction of

M. Weiss, there is a map F(OM) ---+ nF(O'MxI)' Tbe connectivity of Weiss' map should be

about twice the connectivity of GM' Tbis all~ws us to stabilize the fiber of GM.

Goodwillie has reinterpreted some of bis earlier results to get the following.

Theorem 1. [Goodwillie] H dim M ~ 3 then the direct limit group lim 1tiF(0MxIi) depends

only on xlM and dim M.

_ Let Gn(:rt) denote the group corresponding to :rt = :rtlM and n = dim M. Then we conjecture

that:

Conjecture 2. Gn(l) = 0 for n ~ 3.

This is supported by the following negative result:

Proposition 3. If M is a simply connected 4--manifold then the map F(O'M) ----t nF'(0MxI) is

trivial on xO.
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B. JAHREN

Cyclic homology and derived functors

This is areport on ongoing work with B.I. Dundas.

Let k be a field of char. 0, and consider eyelie homology He. as a funetor on the category A

of k-algebras not neeessarily with unil. Let G be the funetor from 1. to k-modules defined by e
G(ll) =~, where [B,B] is the submodule generated by all the eommutators.

Theorem 1 HCi(A) = L(i)G(A) for all i.

Here L(i)G are the left-derived functors of G in the sense of Dold-Puppe, i.e. take a

simplicial resolution F. ---t A where each Fu is a free k-algebra without 1, and let

L(i)G(A) =Hi (Q(F.».

For the funetors HCi (A) theTe is a sinrilar result, but only for higher i's. However, now k can

be an arbitrary commutative ring, and it does not matter Ü we take algebras with or without 1.

Theorem 2 There is a funetor D : A---I k-modules sueh that

HCi (A) ~ Hi_2(D(F.» for i ~ 3.

Using this and the Swan-Gersten definition of algebraic K-theory, the "ehern charaeter 11

K* ---t HC; is induced by a natural transfonnation GL(-) ---t D(-).

U. KAISER

Fusion of Links

An r-eomponent link L c SO+2 is a homology boundary link if there is an epimotphism

1t
1
(Sn+~) ---t F = free group of rank r. L is a boundary link: if the eompooeots of L bound

disjoint oriented manifolds in So+2 (Seifen-surfaees). A fusion of an r-eomponent link L is
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an (r-j)-eomponeot link L', which is formed by attaching j I-handles to L. For each

I-handle, thickened in Sn+2 to I x Do+1, the beIt-sphere is an unknoned Sn in Sn+~,. Tbe

r--eomponent link L =L'u (all belt-spheres) is a streng fusion of L.

Prop.: Each (streng) fusion of a SHB (= sublink of homology boundary)'-link is a SHB-link.

Let L be a homology boundary link. Then L' is a homology boundary link (resp. L) iff the

egroup (x1.···,xr I R) (resp. (xl'...•xrz I R» admits an epimorphism onto the free ~up of I3;11k

(r-j) (resp. r). Here R is a set of j relations, which depend on L and the band; R is a set of j

relations, which onIy deend on the "homology boundary link" properties of L. R and R are

computed explicitly.

Theorem: Let L be a boundary link aod b a single band for L. Tben L is a boundary link iff

Seifert surfaces for L can be chosen, which are not intersected by b except at its boundary..

By a choice of Seifert surfaces for a boundary link L we ean associate to given j bands b a

collection of words W = (w1 •...•wj ) E ~ defmed by intersecting b with the Seüert surfaces.

This allows to translate the problem, when L is a ~oundary link, to a standard probIe~ in

combinatorial group theory.

G. MESS

eReCOgniZing Seifert !ibre spaces

We discuss the conjecture that a cl~sed irreducible 3-manifold whose fundamental group

contains a cyclic Donnal subgroup is a Seifert fibered space. Tbe Torus Theorem states that if

Z mZ < xlM, either M contains an embedded torus er else 1t1M contains a cyclic normal

subgroup. Because of the Torus Theorem and the eanonical decomposition of 3-manifolds

along tori, the Seifert fiber space conjecture is an imponant part of Thurston' s Geometrization

Conjecture. We show that the cover of M corresponding to the cyclic normal subgroup is
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quasiisometric to a circle bundle over a Riemannian plane. If the plane is conformally the

complex plane, a theorem of Varopoulos that random walk on a finitely generated group is

transient unless the group is virtually abelian of rank 0, 1, or 2 applies, and M is Seifert

fibered over an Euclidean orbifold. If R is conformally the hyperbolic plane we use

quasieonformal mappings to show that the quotient of 1t1M by its cyclic nonna! subgroup is

coarse quasüsometric to the hyperbolic plane and aets on the circle at infinity. It suffices to

show that this action is conjugate to a Fuchsian action. Recently Cassan has announced a

solution of the conjecture.

W.NEUMANN

Arithmetic of Hyperbolie 3-Manifolds

(Joint work with Alan Reid)

Let r c PSL(2,() be a non-elementary Kleinian group. Reid has shown that if

r<2) =gp{g2 lg Er}, then Q(tr r(2» is a commensurability invariant of r, called the invariant

trace field, denoted k(f'). An invariant quaternion algebra A(I) over k(r) is also defined.. If r

is arithmetic then A(f) is the quaternion algebra that defines r.
The talk described geometrie implieations of these invariants. e.g.

1.) Ramification of A(r) at fmite primes teUs one a lot about H}(1II3/f'~ for fmite index •

subgroups roof r.

2.) k(I) eomposes under amalgamation of Kleinian groups along non-elementary

subgroups

3.) H oße fixes a number field k, then the 1H3/f of finite volume with k(1) c k generate a

group of fmite Q-rank under eut-and-paste.

In addition, the talk described the eomputation of the commensurator.

Comm(D = {g E PSL(2,() I [r: rn g-l rg] < co}
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in several natural examples. By the Margulis dichotomy, Comm(D is discrete iff r is

non-arithmetic.

S.OCHANINE

Odd circle actions on spin manifolds and elliptic genera

A smooth circle action on a connected spin manifold X of dimension n is odd if it does not lift

to the principal spin(n)-bundle defining the spin structure. We study the spin cobordism class

of spin nuu.nfo1ds admitting an odd action, by means of the refmed elliptic genus

ßq : n:pin
---t KO.(Pt)[[q]]

defined by

where

9q(E) = @ (A 2n-l(E) @S 2n(E»
n~l -q q

is the Witten class and the brackets ( , X )KO denote the Kronecker product with the

fundamental class of X in real K-theory.

Let S"1 be the circle with its non-trivial spin structure.

e Theorem 1. If a compact connected spin manifold X admits an odd circle action, then

(i)

(H)

and

O · nspinrepresents In ~~n+1 .

Theorem 2. Let X be a spin manifold satisfying (i) and (ü). Then X has the same

KO-Characteristic numbers as an odd S"l-spin-manifold.
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B. OLIVER

Maps between classifying spaces

Goint work with Stefan Jackowski aod Jim McClure)

Our main result is the following:

Theorem. Far any compact, connected, simple Lie group G, there is a bijection

'P : [BG, BG] ---4 {O} II Out(G) x {k > 0 I(k, IWI) = I}.

Here, W = N(T)rr is the Weyl group (and T !; G a maximal torus). For any

f: BG ---4 BG,'P(t) = 0 iff f ~ *, aod 'P(f) = (a,k) (a E Aut(G» if f ~ B a 0 ~ for same

unstable Adams operaions~ : BG ---4 BG of degree k.

This theorem induces earlier results of Sullivan, Hubbuck, Wilkerson, and Ishiguro. Tbe main

new result is that the homotopy class of a map f : BG --t BG is determined by the induced

*may H (f; Q) in rational cohomology. This is not in general true when 0 is semisimple.

More generally, we have developed techniques for studying [BO, BG'], when 0 and 0' are

arbitrary compact Lie groups and G' is connected. This is based on the following:

1) A new decomposition of BG, up to 7lJp-homology equivalence (for any prime p) as a

homotopy direct limit of classifying spaces BP for p-toral subgroups P ~ G.

2) ResuIts of Dwyer-Zabrodsky and Notbohm, which sh~w far any p-toral P and any •

compact Lie group G' that

[BP, BO'] == Rep(P,G') : =Hom(p,G')JInn(O').

These results also include adescription of the individual components of map(BP, BO').
A

3) Computations of the higher limits which arise when regarding map(BG, BG'p) as a

space of maps out of a homotopy direct limit.
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In contrast to the situation for self-maps of BG for simple G, we can construct distinct

(non-homotopic) maps f, f' : B50(4) ----t B50(25) for which f I BN(T) ~ f' f BN(f). This

means (using the Becker-Gottlieb transfer) that f and f' induce the same map under any

homology theory. In this case, f and f' are distinguished by nonvanishing higher limits.

A.\V. REID

Totally geodesic surfaces in hyperbolic link complements.

It is conjectured, following the work of Waldhausen and Thurston, that every finite volume

hyperbolic 3-manifold contains an immersed closed incompressible surface (in the case ~hen

the 3-manifold has non~mpty boundary, the surface should additionally have genus ~ 2).

Tbe geometrically simplest case that arises is the case when the immersed surface is totally

geodesic. In this case several useful properties are know·n. For example if M is a closed

hyperbolic 3-manifold containing an immersed incompressible surface, then there is a fuiite

cover of M containing an embedded totally geodesic surface. Also if M is now a hyperbolic

3-manifold of finite volume and non-empty boundary which contains an immersed closed

totally geodesie surface, then for all but finitely many Dehn ftllings on a cusp of M the

surface remains incompressible.

_ With this as motivation, the ta1k discussed the proofs of the following theorems:

Theorem 1 (joint with W. Menasco).

Let L be a hyperbolic link satisfying one of :

(a) L is altemating

(b) L is an almost altemating knot

(c) L is a closed 3-braid

(d) L is a star link

(e) 1t1(s\L) is 2-generator.
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Then a elosed embedded incompressible surface is not totally geodesie.

Theorem 2 There exist infinitely many altemating hyperbolie knot complements that do not

contain an immersed elosed totally geodesie surfaee.

M.ROLLER

Ends of Pairs of Groups and Splitting Problems

Goint work with P. Kropholler)

Let G be 8: group and S a subgroup; let PO denote the power set of G, seen as G-bimodule

over the field of two elements, and defme the submodule

FSG = {B e PO I B ~ SX for same finite set,X c G}.

We defme a new end invariant for the pair (G,S),

e (O,S) ~ dim(PG/FSG)G,

whieh is related to a geometrie end invariant e(G,S), studied by Speeker, Houghton and Scott.

The new end invariant also admits a cohomologieal formulation,

e(O,S) = 1 + dim H1(G,FSG).

In partieular one ean show that if ° is a Poincare duality group and S a Poincare duality

subgroup of codimension one then e(O,S) =2, whereas e(G,S) equals one or two depending on

whether the embedding of Sinto G is one- or two-sided. e
We also define a singularity obstruetion singoS, an element of H1(S,FSG) which measures the

obstruction to splitting in the following sense.

Theorem: Let G be a PDn-group and S a PDO-1-subgroup. Tben G splits over same

subgroup St commensurable with S if and only if singGS is zero. In this case St is the unique

maximal two-sided subgroup commensurable to S.
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This new splitting theory has recently been used by P. Kropholler to give a purely algebraie

proof of the Taros Theorem and the Torus Decomposition Theorem for PD-groups of arbitrary

dimensions.

B. STEER

Yang-Mills equations on marked Riemann surfaces

Goint work with M. Furuta)

Let X be ~ compaet Riemann surface with 0 marked points PI,···,pn of orders «1,...,ao
n

(a. EIN). Think of X as a V-manifold or orbüold and let X(x) = 2 - 2g - L (1_l/a.) be the
1 i=1 1

e~er elass and let 1t1(x) deoote the orbifold fundamental group. Tbe appropriate notion of

, bundle' will be that of a V-bundle~ A complex n-dimensional vector V-bundle E over X

will have, near P, a local trivialization E I U == 0 2 x (n 17lIa, where ais the order of P, 7lIa
acts on 0 2 in the standard way and U == 0217l/a is a neighbourhood of P. Using Hodge or

ehern-Weil theory we ean defioe cIE.

Proposition I Pie~ (X) is cyclic {:=} «1,...,ao are coprime; in· this case a generator L has

n
Cl L =± I/a, where a =n Q ••

i=1 1

Hencefotth suppose «1,...,un are coprime and Lo · is the fundamental line V-bundle with

clLo = l. Let SLo denote the unit circle bundle of Lo ' and let r = XI SLo' pU = SLo

(universal cover). Then 1t : pU -t X is a principal r IR V-bundle, where r IR is r with the

centre extend.ed to IR. Choose a Yang-Mills connection A on La (using, far example,

unifonmzation if X(x) < 0 or Hodge theory more generally). ~t AU be the induced

connection 00 pU; it is also Yang-Mills
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Theorem I (Narasimhan-8eskadri-Mekta) Isomorphism classes of stable vector V-bundles

of rank n are in bijective correspondence with conjugacy classes of irreducible representations

of r IR in U(n) X(x) < o.

Theorem 2 (Atiyah-Bot) Isomorphism classes of Yang-Mills connections on unitary vector

V-bundles of rank n are in bijective correspondence with conjugacy classes af representations e
of r IR in U(n) if X(x) < O.

As in the case of ordinary vector bundles, when semi-stability implies stability, these theorems

can be used to calculate the cohomology of the moduli spaces of stable bundles - or of

representations of 1t1 SLo in a unitary group. The following theorem is an ex~ple.

Theorem 3 .Suppose that X has genus 0 and E is a V-vector-bundle with group U(2) and

isotropy weights (<Pi''I'i) at Pi (0 ~ <Pi < a i and 0 S 'l'i < a i ). Suppose that the isotropy is

non-trivial at same Pi and let ME denote the space of irreducible Yank-Mills connections on

E. Then

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

where

~ is a rational algebraic variety;

~ is torsion-free;

Pt H*(Jl
E

) = (1+t2)NE L t2d~} I (1-t~(l-t'1;
~EtE

NE = I {i: <Pi *'I'i} I,
F_ = {t: E· =± 1 ifep. *'1", Oifcp. ='If.},-h - 1 1 1 1 1

LE = (line-bundles P with Cl P < 0 and isotropy Ei(<Pi-'I'i) at Pi}'

de = min (dim H1(X;P) : P E Le}.
- -

•
This theorem can be used to help give a fonnula for the Poincm polynomial of Floor

homology in the case of Seifert-fibred homology spheres.
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A. SZÜCS

Cobordism grOUP of immersions and singular maps

Definition: Let Imm(n,k) (resp. Emb(n,k» denote the cobordism group of immersions (re~.

embeddings) of (possibly nonorientable) n manifolds into Rn+k.

So Emb(n,k) == 7tn+k(MO(k» and Imm(n,k) = 7t:+k (MO(k».

Let EmbSO(n,k) and ImmSO(n,k) be the oriented analogoues of these groups.

Theorem 1 If n ~ 3k then modulo 2-torsions the following isomorphisms hold:

Emb(n,k) = Imm(n,k) = {On-k
11 0

mod 2 torsions

for k even

for k odd

(This disproves Theorem 6 of R.·Wells in Topology, 1966, which claimed that Imm(nJc) bad

p-torsion for k even if 0 = k+2p2-2p-l).

For an immersion or an embedding f : MO --+ Rn+k the element in Qn-k corresponding to

the class [f] of f is the cobordism class [Xpof)] of the oriented manifold l{pot) formed by the

. I . f th . . Mn f Rn+k n Rn+k- 1 h . th dardsmgu ar pomts 0 e composIbon ~ ----L...+ , W ere p IS e stan

projection.e Theorem 2. If n ~ 3k and k is even then the following sequences are exact modulo 2 and 3

torsions

a) 0 --+ Qn-k ----i ImmSO(n,k)~ ImmSO(n,k+l) ----i 0

b) 0 --+ ImmSO(n,k-l)~ ImmSO(n)c)~ 0n-k tDn
n

_
2k

--+ 0

there a is the natural forgetting map aod

ß([f) = ([Xpot)], [~l,l(pof)].

These sequences allow us to compute ImmSO(n,k) module 2 and 3 torsions for n S 3k.
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Method of the proofs.

1) Projecting immersions (or embeddings) ioto hyperplanes we get singular maps. Tbe

cobordism group of these singular maps (into Rn+k- 1) is isomorphie to the eobordism

group of immersions (in Ro+k).

2) Tbe oceuring siogularities have local normal forms (due to Whitney and Morin).

3) Give global normal forms far the maps around their singular sttata. e
4) Coostruct a elassifying space for the cobordism group of singular maps of this type.

S) Compute the homotopy groups of tbis space. 0

The main point is 3):

A global normal form (or Universal singular map) of a given singularity is the following.

(For simplicity we describe it for the simplest ease, namely far maps having only simple t ,0

singular points.)

Let g : MD ---+ Nn+k be such a simple singular map.

Let l:(g) be the submanifold of singular points in Mn, and !(g) = g(~(g» its image.

Let T and T be the tubular neighbourhoods of Land !respectively.

A di agram arises,
where the vertieal
arrows are vector
bundl es

T----~) t

1 1
L(g) g) ! (g)

11
B IB

over aspace B and a (nonlinear) fibrewise map ~ : ~ ---+ ~. This diagram is universal in the

sense that for any g the bundles T ---+ ~g) and t --+ !,(g) can be induced from ~ and ~ so

By global normal form (or universal singular map) of type t,O we mean a universal

diagram of this type, ~ l1> J ~ e
i.e. i t is a diagram
cons ist ing of two
vector bundles ~ and ~
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that a commutative diagram arises:

~ $ I~

I
~T~ t~ I
~L (~) -l! (~)~

B 1 IB

e Tbe analogue ofthe map ljl can be constructed for a1l the singularities t····1

-4) Tbe classifying spaee can be eonstructed by induction using universal singular maps for

More and more complicated singular maps (occuring as projections of immersions or

embeddings). Tbe building blocks will be the discbundles of the corresponding bundles

~.

5) Tbe inductive procedure of the construction produces also a filtration of the classifying

space. Tbe spectral sequence arising from this filtration can be computed. This gives

the proofs. For Theorem 1 this spectral sequence collapses module 2. Far Theorem 2

one computes the differentials by investigating the geometrie structure of the occuring

local singularities. o

So this is a method of computing the homotopy groups of Thom spaces using the theory of

local normal farms of singular maps.

C.B. THOMAS .

A soft approach to contact structures

As a result of work by M. Gromov and others it- has become clear that symplectic structures on

even dimensional manifolds are ' rigid', and henee eannot be classified by homotopy theoretic

and similar soft methods. To some extent the same holds for the odd dimensional analogue of

a contaet manifold. (Recall that the oriented manifold M2n+1 is said to be contae~ if it admits
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a I-fonn co such that COA(dco)n *" O. Examples are given by the cotanget sphere bundle of ND

and a11 odd dimensional spheres.) There is a considerable body of evidence to show that, at

least so far as existence goes, contact structure is softer than symplctic, and that in particular

surgery can be performed on a contact manifold in such a way as to preserve the contact form,

so lang as the dimension of the attaching sphere is not too large. Thus using 0- and

I-surgeries, together with the classification theorem of D. Barden and an ad hoc construction

of Brieskom varieties one can show that. if M5 is l-connected and the image of w
2

(M) ·in

H3(M,Z) vanishes, then M5 admits a globally defined contaet form. There is also some hope

that in dimension 3, where the classification of contact strutures is well-advanced, contact

fonns may help in the resolution of problems of geometrisation, provided that ' overtwisting'

ean be avoided

H.M. UNSÖLD

A multiplicative structure on the Eilenberg-Moore specta1 sequence

Let H be a dg-Hopf algebra and C a dg-coalgebra on which H acts from the right. Theo, 00

the cobar construction oe = T(s-lC), there is a unique action of H from the right such that

s-l(c) . x = s-l(e. x), x E H, c e C and such that oe becomes an algebra over the Hopf

algebra H Thus the semitensor product H e oe is defined. It is a graded algebra with e
underlying module H @ OC and contains H and OC as' subalgebras. Moreover,

(X01)(1@s-1(c»=x ~ s-l(c) and if 'I'(x) = LX' 0 x", then (l~s-l(c»(x~l)=

L± x' ~s-l(c.xtt).

The map t : H ---+ oe; x I--t S-1 (1· x), X E H is a twisting cochain and thus thete is a

twisted differential a't on H 0 ne. One checks that this differential is a derivation with respect

to the above defmed multiplication such that one gets a dg-algebra.

Now let G ---+ E ---+ X be a simplicial principal fibre bundle, where X is a 2-reduced
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simplicial set (i.e. the l-skeleton is trivia!) and where G is a reduced simplicial group. Theo

C*(G), the complex of nonnalized ehains with eoefficients in a fixed ground ring !C, is a

dg-Hopf algebra which aets on tbe eoalgebra C.(E). Let GX be the loop eomplex of x.

Theorem. Tbe dg-algebras C.(GX) and C.(G) e QC.(E) are wealdy equivalenL In partieular,

they have isomorphie homology algebras.

Filtering C.(G) 0 nC.(E) by the lenghth of tensors in nC.(E) yields a spectral sequence of

bigraded algebras eonverging to an associated graded of H.(GX;k). If k is a field, we ean

cOlnpute E I as H*(G) e" nH*(E). This eomplex can be viewed as the cobar resolution of the

H*(E)--eomodule H*(G), so E2 = CotorH(E)(H*(G),k). This spectral sequence may be

identified with the Eilenberg-Moore spectra1 sequence for the computation of the homology of

the homotopy pullback of G ---+ E~ *.

Berichrers~ner:~.RJeck
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